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MTRODUCTION 
THE PROBLEM of classifying the vector bundles E over an algebraic curve X defined over the 
complex numbers has been clarified recently by the introduction of the concept of stable 
bundles ([4], [7], [I I]): E is stabk if, for every proper subbundle F of E, 
degr’< . deg E 
rk F rk E 
It has been shown in particular that, if L is a line bundle over X and n is a positive integer, 
then the isomorphism classes of stable bundles of rank n and determinant L over Xform a 
nonsingular quasi-projective variety S,,, of dimension (n” - I)(g - 1); if II and degL are 
coprime, then S,,, is actually projective. Moreover S,,, is universal in the following sense: 
if T’is the base of an algebraic family of stable bundles of rank n and determinant L over X, 
then the canonical map T-t S,,, is regular. Actually something rather stronger than this is 
true: there is a vector bundle F over S,,, x X which has the obvious universal property for 
families of bundles of this type (see [l I], [j]). Note that, if M is any line bundle over A’, the 
map 
defines an isomorphism 
it follows that S,,, depends essentially only on deg L mod II. 
Our object in this paper is to identify S l,L when Xhas genus 2 and deg L is odd; in this 
case we denote Sz,L simply by S. The topology of S (which is independent of the curve X) 
has been investigated in [8]; the methods of that paper can in fact be used to identify S as a 
differentiable manifold. We shall use a completely different approach in order to identify S 
as an algebraic variety. 
Since X has genus 2, there is a unique rational involution on X. This makes X into a 
double cover of P, which is ramified at six points, these six points being determined by Xup 
to projective equivalence. There is then a pencil {A, : 1. E PI>- of quadrics in P, , again 
determined up to projective equivalence, in which A, is a cone if and only if I. is one of the 
six points. Let Q = n A,. Our main result is 
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THEOREM 1. S is isomorphic to Q. 
Note that the curve X is certainly determined by the projective equivalence class of Q. 
We shall see in $6 that every automorphism of Q is a projective equivalence; hence we have 
the following result, which is also proved in [5]: 
COROLLARY. The complex structure of X is determined by that of S. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on some suggestions of Ivl. F. Atiyah arising from an 
earlier version of this paper, and depends on Atiyah’s paper [2]. In $1 \ve construct a vector 
bundle F over Q x X. In $2-5, we show that F is essentially the “universal family” men- 
tioned above; this proves Theorem 1 and also identifies the universal family. In $6, we 
compute the automorphism group of Q, and interpret the automorphisms in bundle- 
theoretic terms. Finally, $7 contains a few further remarks on our results. 
If ,Y is any point of X, we denote also by ,K the corresponding line bundle. We denote by 
K the canonical involution on X, and by K the canonical line bundle; thus, for any 
,K E X, x 0 K(X) z K. If F is any bundle over Y x X and 5 E Y, we denote by F; the bundle 
over X induced from F by the map x H((, x). 
We shall assume the usual facts about the geometry of quadrics, but shall at least 
indicate proofs of lesser known facts about Q. We remark here that the cohomology of Q 
can be calculated by using a suitable version of the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem 
(see [l]); in particular, H*(Q) is torsion-free, H’(Q) = 0 and the restriction homomorphism 
H*(P,) -+ H2( Q) is an isomorphism. 
Since the original version of this paper was written, Theorem 1 has been proved 
independently by M. S. Narasimhan and S. Ramanan ([G] Theorem 4), using the theory of 
Kummer surfaces. They prove also ([6] Theorem 5) the fact that the variety of lines on Q 
is isomorphic to the Jacobian of X, which was conjectured in the original version of this 
paper and is now contained in Theorem 2. 
I am indebted to M. F. Atiyah for many helpful suggestions and discussions. 
$1. COX3TRUCTIUN OF THE FAMlLY 
We consider the pencil of quadrics {A,} with base Q, and in particular the families of 
planes on the A,. If A ;. is not a cone, there are two such families defining elements (I and b in 
H,(A,). Moreover a and b generate H,(A,) and a. a = b . 6 = 1, a. b = 0. Now suppose 
that AA, is a cone and apply Lefschetz’s third main theorem ([12] Theorem 37). As 1. 
approaches I+, , each of the families of planes on il, approaches the single family on Al,,: in 
homological terms, the “ vanishing cycle” is just a - b. Lefschetz’s theorem now tells us 
that, if we allow 1. to go round the singular value I,, a and b are changed to 
thus the two families of planes on A, are interchanged. It follows that the families of planes 
on A, define a double cover of P, ramified at the six points corresponding to cones; in other 
words, we recover the original curve X. If we now lift the pencil {A, : 2 E P,} to a system 
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{A x : x E .Y}, we have a preferred family of planes 2, on each ii,=. Note that, for any .‘c E X, 
A, = -4,(X, and zX and x+, are the two families of planes on Jar. 
For any ( E Q, x E X, we consider the planes of I, through <. They lie in the inter- 
section of A,X with the tangent space to AX at <, and this is just the join of 5 to a non-singular 
quadric surface. So the planes of ‘1, are obtained by joining 5 to the lines of a regulus. Hence, 
if the Grassmannian of planes in P, is embedded in the usual way in P,, , these planes form 
a non-singular conic IV;..~. N = UN,,, is therefore at least an analytic PI-bundle over 
Q x X. It is perhaps not obvious that N is locally trivial in the algebraic sense. However, the 
obstruction to lifting !V to a vector bundle is an element of a group called the Brauer group 
of Q x X(see [3]), and this is isomorphic to the torsion subgroup of H’(Q x X). But this 
is 0 since the cohomology of Q x X is torsion-free. It follows that 1V can be lifted to an 
analytic vector bundle F over Q x X, which is necessarily algebraic (see [IO]). There is, of 
course, a choice involved here: F is determined only up to tensoring by a line bundle. 
It remains to show that F has the required properties. Note that, since H’(Q) = 0, 
det F g n,*(M) 0 n,*(L) 
for some line bundles M over Q, L over X. Thus det F; g L is independent of [ E Q. 
Theorem 1 now follows at once from the following propositions, which wilI be proved in 
572-5 : 
PROPOSITION I. deg f, is o&. 
PROPOSITION 2. For alf ( E Q, Fc is stable. 
PROPOSITION 3. The canonical map f: Q + S, ,L is an isomorphism. 
It also follows at once that F is the universal family referred to in the introduction. 
42. EXTENSIOXS AXD STABLE BUNDLES 
We start by giving a characterization of the bundles in which we are interested in terms 
of extensions : 
LEMMA 1. A vector bundle E of rank 2 and odd degree ocer X is stable if and only if 
there exists a non-tricial extension 
Gtlz deg L” - deg L’ = 1. 
O-+L’-+E-+L”+O (1) 
Proof. By [2] II 4.2, we know that any bundle E of rank 2 over X can be expressed in 
the form (1) with deg L” - deg L’ < 2. If E is stable and of odd degree, the only possibility 
isdegL”-degL’=l. 
Conversely, if E can be expressed in this form and is unstable, there exists a line sub- 
bundle L,’ of E with deg L,’ > deg L”. Since deg L,’ > deg L’, it follows that the composite 
homomorphism L,’ -+ E + L” is non-zero, and is therefore an isomorphism. Hence (1) 
splits, which is a contradiction. 
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The significance of this lemma is that the vector bundles vvhich can be expressed in this 
form are precisely those considered by Atiyah in [2] II 4.2 (iv). We shall therefore be able to 
use his results. 
Another lemma which we shall need later is: 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that E car! be expressed in the form (1) with deg L” - deg L’ = 1 for 
tbvo distimt L’. Then both e.utensiom are non-tricial. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that E = L’ @ L” can also be expressed in the form 
0 --t L,’ 5 L’ @L” -+ L,” + 0, 
where L,’ $ L’. Since deg L,’ = deg L’, it follows that i(L,‘) c L”. But then, since deg L” = 
deg L,’ + 1, i cannot be injective, which is a contradiction. 
S3. A FAiiILY OF EXTENSIONS 
Through any point < of Q there pass a finite number of lines lying entirely on Q; for 
general 5 there are 4 such lines. In fact, the tangent P, to Q at 5 meets the pencil {A,) 
in a pencil of quadric cones with vertex 5, and the cones of this pencil intersect in 4 lines. Let 
V denote the base variety of the family of lines on Q, and v the family itself: i.e. v is the 
subvariety of V x Q consisting of points (I, 5) for which 5 lies on the line 1. We have two 
projections: p1 : V --f V, which makes vinto a PI-bundle over Y, and pL : 7 -+ Q, which is a 
finite map of degree 4. We shall want to use the fact that Y and Tare irreducible; actually 
this will be proved later. 
Consider now the bundle Fr = (pz x l,)*Pover 7 x X. For any point (I, 5, X) E 7 x X, 
the associated PI-bundle N, has fibre N,,,. We can therefore define a section of N, by 
assigning to the point (I, 5, x) the unique plane of rx which passes through 1. Corresponding 
to this section, we have a line subbundie of PI and hence an extension 
of bundles over v x X. 
O+M’-+F,-+M”-tO (2) 
Now let 1 E Vand consider the restriction of (2) to p;‘(l) x X; we obtain an extension 
0 + M,’ --t FI ,1 -+ Ml” --f 0 (3) 
over 1 x X. Since 1 g P, and H’(P,) = 0, we have 
M,’ r rr,*(H’) 0 7r,“(LI’) 
M,” z n,*(H’) @ n?*(L,“), 
where H is the hpperplane bundle over PI, r and s are integers and L,’ and L,” are line 
bundles over X which depend only on the line 1. Note that, since V is connected, r and s are 
independent of 1; so also are deg L,’ and deg L,“. Let n = deg L[’ and let Jd be the variety of 
line bundles of degree tl over X(J, is, of course, isomorphic to the Jacobian of X). We define 
a map 
by i.(l) = L,‘. 
i.: V-+J, 
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Next, let < E 1 and restrict (2) to {(I, <)) x X. We get an extension 
0 --+ L,’ -+ F< + L,” + 0, 
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which we denote by i(l, 0. If we write 8, for the set of isomorphism classes of extensions of 
the form (1) over X for lvhich deg L’ = rl, we have then a commutative diagram 
(4) 
V +Jd 
where the map 8, + Jd takes the extension (1) into the line bundle L’. We shall prove 
THEOREM 2. Iu the diagram (4), 1. is an isomorphism and 1 is injectice. Moreocer the image 
of 1 corisists precisely of the isomorphism classes of nowtrivial exteruions of the form (1) or‘er 
X for \i.hich deg L” - deg L’ = I and L’ @ L” z L. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in 54 and $5. 
Propositions 1, 2 and 3 all follow easily from Theorem 2. In fact, Proposition 1 is an 
immediate consequence, while Proposition 2 follows from the theorem and Lemma 1. For 
Proposition 3, note that we have maps 
pz is a finite map of degree 4. We know also from [2] II 4.2 (iv) that any bundle occurs in 
at most 4 distinct extensions of the given type; so, by Theorem 2, fp3 also has degree 4. Hence 
f‘is birational and finite. Since S is non-singular and Q is irreducible and complete, it follows 
by Zariski’s Main Theorem that f is an isomorphism. Thus Proposition 3, and hence also 
Theorem 1, follows from Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 is also of interest in its own right. In the first place, we have the fact that V 
is isomorphic to the Jacobian of X, a result which is closely related to the theorem of [5]. 
Secondly, the theorem provides a classification of the non-trivial extensions of the form (1) 
over X with cleg L” - deg L’ = 1 and L’ @ L” z L. Moreover, the extension (2) plays the rBle 
of a universal family for families of such extensions. Note that an extension of this form is 
classified by the line bundle L’ and a point of P(H’(X; L* @ L”)), and the dimension of 
this projective space is always 1. Thus we would expect the set of isomorphism classes of 
extensions to have the structure of a P,-bundle over the Jacobian of X. Clearly V has such 
a structure. 
&I. THE LWES ON Q 
Our object in this section is to prove that 1 is an isomorphism. 
Suppose first that I and m are distinct lines on Q having a common point. The plane 
joining I and m does not lie entirely on Q (there are no such planes), and therefore lies on 
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exactly one quadric of the pencil defining Q; hence it belongs to zX for exactly one I E X. If 
we denote this point by xl,,, , we have 
LE,KU 3. If 1 and m are distinct lines on Q having a common point, then 
L,’ @L,’ g L @ x1;. 
Proof. Let 5 be the common point of I and m. We have extensions 
0 -+ L,’ -+ F, --+ L,” -+ 0 
O+L,’ -+ F, + L,” + 0, 
given by l(f, 5) and l(m, t). Consider the corresponding sections sI, s, of N,. It follows at 
once from the definition that s1 and s, intersect over a single point of X, namely the point 
xl,,,. Moreover it is not difficult to see that this is a simple intersection. In terms of the 
extensions, this means that the composite homomorphism 
L,’ -+ F, -+ L,,” 
has a single simple zero at x,,; so 
L,‘* @L”,” z Xlrn 
Since L,’ @L,” r L, the lemma follows. 
We now fix a line I on Q and define a map 
as follows. For any x, y E X, the plane of c(, through 1 meets Q again in a line m; the plane 
of cxY through m meets Q again in a line N. We define JJ(X, r) = n. Applying Lemma 3 twice, 
we obtain at once 
LEMMA 4. Let n = p(x, y). Then 
L”‘rL,‘@x@y*. 
Now define v : X x X-t Jd by V(X, y) = L,’ 0 x 0 y*. Then by Lemma 4 we have a 
commutative diagram 
cc 
xxx .V 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\V 
\ 
1. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\,JZ 
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We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 4. d is an isomorphism. 
Proof. It is easy to see that p is surjective. In fact, if II is a line on Q which does not 
meet I, I and n lie together in a unique P3 . Now Q meets P, in the base of a pencil of quadric 
surfaces; by considering all possibilities, we see that Q n P, must consist of 4 lines, namely I 
and n and 2 transversals of 1 and n (which may coincide in particular cases). Taking ~1 as one 
of these transversals, \ve have at once that n = /((,\T~,,,, s ). If n does meet I, we can take rrz 
to be a third line through the intersection of 1 and n; while if II = I, note that /!(.Y, X) = 1 for 
any X. Thus ![ is surjective as required, Note that we have also proved that p has degree 2. 
Since x has genus 2, v also has degree 2; hence ,! is birational. Finally note that 
the only infinite fibre of v is the diagonal of X x X and \ve have already remarked that 
,D(x, X) = I for any X; so 1. is finite. The Proposition now follows by Zariski’s Main Theorem. 
Remark. Note that in the course of this proof we have shown that V is irreducible; in 
fact it is an image of the irreducible variety X x X. 
55. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We come now to the proof of Theorem 2. We have first 
LEMMA 5. For any 1 E V, 
deg L,” - deg L,’ = 1. 
Proof. We have already remarked that deg L,’ and deg L,” are independent of I; it is 
therefore sufficient to prove the lemma for a particular I. Choose a point 5 E Q which lies 
on at least 3 distinct lines I, m, n E V. Then by Lemma 3 
L,’ 0 L,’ 2 L @ sk etc. 
:. deg L,’ + deg L,’ = deg L - 1 etc. 
:. deg L,’ = deg L,’ = deg L,’ = +(deg L - 1). 
The lemma now follows from the fact that L,’ @L,” r L. 
Now consider the extension (3). It defines an elemect 
4 E H’(I x X; 7rl*(H ,-,> @ 7cr*(L;” @L,‘)). 
By the Kiinneth formula for sheaves, this space is isomorphic to 
HO(/; H’_“) 0 H’(X; L;* @L,‘) 
(note that, in view of Lemma 5, H’(X; L;* Q L,‘) = 0). Since 1 z P,, 4 can be regarded as 
a polynomial map 
cp:C2-+H’(X;L;*@L,‘) 
which is homogeneous of degree r - s. C$ induces a map 
4 : I+ P(H’(X; L;* 0 L,‘)) u (0) ; 
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and, if< E I, d’(t) represents the isomorphism class of the extension ;(I, <). By Lemma j and 
Riemann-Roth, dim P(H’(X; L;‘* @L,‘)) = 1: and Theorem 2 will follow from Proposition 
4 if we can prove that 4’ is an isomorphism from I to P(H’(X; &‘* 0 L,‘)), i.e., that 4 is an 
isomorphism. 
Let U denote the set of points of I through which there pass at least 3 distinct lines on Q. 
U is certainly Zariski-open; we assert that it is also non-empty. To see this \ve define a map 
z:X-+l 
as follows: for any I, the plane of rs through 1 meets Q again in a line 1~; s(s) is the point 
in which nz meets 1. It is possible that there is an x0 E X for which the plane of x,, through 
I touches Q along I; in this case we exclude s,, from the domain of 7. In any case, 7 is a 
finite map and has degree > 1 since X is not rational. So we can choose 5 E 1 so that r-‘(t) 
contains at least 2 points; these correspond to 2 distinct lines through 5 neither of which is 1. 
so 5E u. 
If < E U, then by Lemma 2 the extension 
0 --f L,’ + F, + L,” -+ 0 
is non-trivial. Moreover, if 5 # <’ E U and Ft 2 Fsp, there are at least 5 distinct lines on Q 
through g or <‘, and these define 5 distinct extensions of F, of the form (1) with 
deg L” - deg L’ = 1. But we know that no bundle can be expressed in this form in more than 
4 distinct ways. Hence <wF; is injective on CC It follows at once that (13 is linear and 
injective, and therefore an isomorphism as required. 
46. AUTOLMORPHIS~IS OF S 
Let G be the set of pairs (p, M), where p is an automorphism of X and M is a line 
bundle over X such that M2 r L @ p*(L)* (strictly speaking, we choose one such 111 from 
each isomorphism class). G can be made into a group by defining 
(Pl, hf,)(P, > hfz> = (PIP2 2 lciz 0 P2*(.+fJ). 
IMoreover, G acts on S on the right by the rule 
E. (p, M) = p”(E) 0 M. 
[Notice that det(p*(E) @ M) 2 p’$(L) @ &i* r L.] Thus :ve have a natural homomorphism 
4 : G -+ Aut S. 
This theorem shows how we can interpret the automorphisms of S in bundle-theoretic 
terms. In addition, it gives us information about the structure of Aut S. In fact, we can 
define a homomorphism from G to Aut X by the formula 
(P, IV,) HP. 
This homomorphism is surjective and its kernel is the group of isomorphism classes of line 
bundles over X such that M” z I. Since this group is isomorphic to Z,‘, we have an 
extension 
I AZ, ~-+G-+Aut X-t 1. 
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In particular, note that ]G / = 16]Aut X’]. For a general curve .Y of genus 2, we can say still 
more; for then Aut Xcontnins only one non-trivial element, namely the canonical involution 
I<. Now it can be shown that, for any line bundle of degree 0, IC*(.%I) @ M g 1. It follows 
that G has exponent 2 and so G 2 Z2j. Hence vve have the following corollary to Theorem 3: 
COROLLARY. For a general curue X of‘ge;7us 2, Aut S is isomorphic to Z,-‘. 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 3. We have first 
LEM~ZIA 6. Ecery a~rtomorphisrn of Q is CI projectire equivalence. 
Proof. Let h be the generator of H’(Q) obtained by restricting the canonical generator 
of H2(Pi) to Q. Since H’(Q) = 0, there is a unique line bundle H over Q with c,(H) = h: 
H is of course the restriction to Q of the hyperplune bundle over P5. Moreover, by the 
formulae of [9] No. 78, 
dim H”(Q; H) = 6. 
It follows that the embedding of Q in Pj is just the projective model of Q by the sections 
of H. 
Now suppose f‘: Q --t Q is any automorphism. Then certainly _/‘*(/I) = II, anti so 
f*(H) z H. It follows at once thatf is a projective equivalence. 
LEhlhrA 7. (b is injectire. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6 that Aut Q acts on Y and hence on Jd through the 
isomorphism 2. In particular, G acts on J,,. Note that, for any IE V, i(l) is determined by 
the condition that it be a subbundle of F; for every 4 E 1. Now let (p, ~tc) E G; if i(l) is a 
subbundle of F;, p*(i.(f)) @ M is a subbundle of F, . (p, M). Hence, for all NE Jd, 
IV. (p, M) 2 p*(N) 0 hf. 
III particular, if (p,, IU) E Ker cP, N @ p*(N)* z 1Lf is independent of 1V E Jd (in classical 
terms, p has valency - 1). Since the genus of X> I, this can happen only if p = l,Y, and 
then we have also IM g 1. 
To prove Theorem 3 it is now sufficient to show that G and Aut S are finite groups of 
the same order. Now we already know that]G] = 16JAut x’]. It is therefore sufficient to 
show that 
/Am S( = 16(Aut X] 
Now by Lemma 6, we see that any automorphism of Q defines an automorphism of the 
pencil of quadrics {A j. : i. E P, ), and hence an automorphism of P, which permutes the six 
points corresponding to cones. If we denote by G’ the group of such automorphisms, 1~2 
have therefore a homomorphism 
II/:Aut Q-G’. 
By taking coordinates with respect to the common self-polar simplex of the pencil a 
simplex of reference, it is easy to see that $ is surjective. Moreover Ker $ is precisely the 
group of automorphisms of P5 which preserve every quadric of the pencil; and again by 
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taking coordinates we see that the only such automorphisms are the harmonic inversions 
with respect to opposite faces of the common self-polar simplex. Thus Ker $ 2 Zz5 and we 
have an exact sequence 
1 -+ZZ’-+Aut Q-G’-+ I. 
Finally, recall that X is the double cover of P, ramified at the six points corresponding to 
cones of the pencil {A,}. It follows that any element of G’ can be lifted to an automorphism 
of X in two distinct ways; moreover, since X is a double cover of P, in a unique way, every 
automorphism of S arises in this way. So /Aut X] = 2/G’/, and this completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Note that, for a general set of 6 points of Pi, G’ = [I]. This corresponds to the case 
of the corollary. Tt should be quite simple to identify the various automorphisms of S 
as automorphisms of Q. but we shall not do so here. 
37. FINAL REMARKS 
I. If we project Q from any line 1 lying on Q, we obtain a birational map from Q to 
P, . This map is biregular at every point 5 E Q which does not lie on a line meeting 1; and 
it maps the lines that meet I into the points of a non-singular quintic curve, which is 
naturally isomorphic to X. The configuration is very similar to that obtained by applying the 
methods of [2] to the extensions 
over X, where D is a suitable line bundle of degree 3. My original proof of Theorem 1 was 
based on a more detailed examination of this situation. 
2. We have made use in this paper of some of the results of 121. The connection between 
our results and those; of Atiyah is best summarised by the following commutative diagram 
Here S3(X) is the symmetric cube of X and P is the variety of Pi-bundles over X which 
arise from stable bundles of the type considered in this paper. The maps y and 6 are the 
obvious canonical maps, while E is the map defined by Atiyah in [2] II 4.2 (iv). To define 
fl, let (I, 5) E Y and consider the corresponding extension i(f, <). Since this is non-trivial it 
determines a point of P(H'(X; L;* @L,')), and this space is naturally isomorphic to 
P(HO(X; K@ L," @L,'*)). Finally a point of this space can be identified with a divisor in 
the class [I(@ L," @ L1'*l and thus with a point of S3(X) (deg(KO L," 0 L,'*) = 3 by 
Lemma 5). This point is /?(I, <). Finally, r is defined by r(N) = K@ L @ TV*'. The right-hand 
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square of the diagram is commutative by [2] II 1.2 (iv) and the left-hand square by con- 
struction. Note that r, p and y are all coverings with group ZL4 (X and p being unramiiied), 
j.pl and 8 are P,-fibrations, and pz and E are finite maps of degree 1. 
3. Most of the arguments of this paper remain valid when C is replaced by any 
algebraically closed field k. Theorem 1 is certainly true if k has characteristic 0. In charac- 
teristic p, Mumford’s theory does not work and \ve do not know that S exists; however it 
seems reasonable to conjecture that Q is still a classifyin g variety for bundles of the type 
considered. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
IO. 
Il. 
12. 
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